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Abstract. On the 14th and 15th of February, 2013, in Milan, the Association for Applied
Statistics (ASA), the Association for Market, Social, and Opinion Research (ASSIRM), the
Italian Statistics Society (SIS), and the Catholic University of the Sacred Heart of Milan
promoted a national conference on “The Value of Statistics for Business and Society:
Opinion and Market Research”. The conference ended with a round table discussion
dedicated to “Election Forecasting”, moderated by the ASA President B. Vittorio Frosini.
The round table participants included Renato Mannheimer, Maurizio Pessato, Giancarlo
Gasperoni, and Stefano M. Iacus. The following are summaries of each speaker’s comments,
in some cases with integrated with observations regarding more recent events.
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Renato Mannheimer

For years, from the 1950s through the 1970s, election results in Italy were
remarkably stable, with very few exceptions. Following each election, newspapers
headlines would announce “Party X holds firm” or “Party Y marches ahead”, all the
while referring to changes of one percentage point – or even less. The fact is that
voting outcomes were determined, as many studies have shown, not by citizens’
judgments as shaped by factors such as the electoral campaign, but rather were the
expression of a strong ideological or subcultural identity, repeated at every call to
the polls. In short, one always voted for the same party because one identified (often
proudly) with it. This explains the relative ease, in the past, of predicting voting
patterns that hardly varied from election to election.

The end of the 1970s brought the first serious disruptions in this stable pattern.
The first signs of change were relatively weak, but electoral studies did take note
of them. By the 1980s, the changes became more obvious. The electorate had
become increasingly “mobile”, inclined to consider, from election to election,
different choices. Election campaigns now became more relevant: from tools that
simply reinforced already-taken decisions, as had been the case following World
War Two, campaigns increasingly became an important arena in which to win over
parts of the electorate. So much so, that, by the end of the 1980s, Giacomo Sani and
I wrote a book titled “The Electoral Market”, describing and emphasizing a genuine
competition for voters among parties.

Broadly speaking, at the same time, we also began to witness a significant
drop in voter turnout. Abstention from voting, considered unacceptable in the 1950s
and 1960s, was viewed as increasingly legitimate (the Radical Party carried this
idea to the public) and, indeed, it increasingly was deemed in a positive light by
growing segments of public opinion.

The coming of the so-called “Second Republic” brought increasing fluidity
to the electoral market, as new parties arose from the ashes of the old, identity-based
ones. In fact, every election has witnessed a radical change in the choices presented
to Italian citizens. Overall, we have witnessed a significant increase in the potential
for mobility not only among parties belonging to the same part of the political
spectrum, but, to a certain extent, even between one part of the spectrum (e.g., the
right and the left) and the other. The number of choices that citizens have to consider
when casting a ballot has grown considerably in this new political marketplace.

This is not only the result of increased – real and, especially, potential –
electoral mobility. There have also been significant changes in the pace of decision-
making, which is increasingly related, as noted, to election campaigns. This
phenomenon is also thoroughly documented in opinion polls. In the past, a large
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part of the electorate had already made up its mind months prior to the vote. Today,
roughly one Italian out of three claims to have made a final decision only in the last
fifteen days of the campaign – and that decision was shaped by the campaign itself.
Television and, more recently, the web have been found to be extremely important
in this regard, along with political leaders’ ability to communicate.

In addition, growing disaffection with parties has been observed: today a mere
5-10% of voters claim to trust politicians. This often produces protest votes. In the
most recent general elections (February 2013), Beppe Grillo’s movement, which
embodied a rejection of the traditional parties, garnered a whopping 25%. And in
the 2014 European elections, the same movement collected 21% of the vote. In both
cases, a large part of the ballots was cast on the basis of a last-minute decision:
fifteen days before the parliamentary elections in 2013, Grillo’s 5-Star Movement
(M5S) had only somewhere between 16 and 18% of votes in all the opinion polls.
And again in 2014 a great number of voters decided in the last minutes whether to
abstain or vote for M5S.

This new tendency, by which a growing number of voters put off their decision
until the last moment, naturally greatly complicates the ability to predict the
outcome of an election. Indeed, somewhere between 10 and 15% of the electorate
now claims to have made a final decision on the very day of the election.

This is only one of the obstacles confounding correct predictions. Among
others, we can note:
– In Italy there is still a widespread resistance to “confessing” one’s political

choice. In the past, one couldn’t easily say he was a Communist – or, somewhat
later, a Christian Democrat. Today, there is a growing inclination not to make
public one’s political choice – whatever it may be. And this produces a tendency
for certain parties to be underrepresented in polls.

– There is widespread hostility towards telephone polling, which remains the
most common interviewing tool. The response rate is, roughly, 10%. This means
that in order to have 1,000 valid responses, 10,000 attempts are required – with
distortions in the sample that can easily be imagined.

– The – let’s admit it! – inadequate methodology often employed in polls
published in the mass media in the run-up to elections. It is well-known that
media tend to cut their costs at times like these. Polling are done “on the cheap”,
using samples that are so small that they greatly amplify the margin of error:
sometimes there are a mere 800 respondents, but I have also seen surveys based
on as few as 300 respondents. Many of the published polls don’t include cell
phones (again, to save money). Nowadays roughly 30% of the population owns
only a cell phone, and there is abundant evidence to suggest that the political
preferences of this sub-group are not similar to those of the rest of the electorate.
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– The very small size of some political forces systematically puts their probable
vote tally within the margin of statistical error. As already noted, to predict with
certainty if a given party will obtain 1, 2 or 3% of votes (with sample of 1,000)
is extremely problematic. Yet, at the same time, accuracy is necessary if we wish
to understand the fate of that party.

Despite all of these limiting factors, the ability to predict results by conducting
surveys in Italy is not as bad as many have depicted it (mainly by referring to the
last published surveys, without considering that, in Italy, political poll results
cannot be published during the final fifteen days of an election campaign, therefore
making it impossible to have any updated portrait of the electorate). Figures 1 and
2 show the calculated sampling error for several different research institutes. In
most cases the error does not exceed 3%, which is a statistically acceptable result,
but is definitely not acceptable in politics.

Figure 1: Average Sampling Error in Pre-Election Polls for the Italian Chamber of Deputies
in 2013, by Pollster (percentage values)

Source: http://scenaripolitici.com/2013/02/elezioni-politiche-2013-la-classifica-dei-sondaggi.html.

Aside from these data, having spelled out the technical problems in predicting
electoral results, we can ask ourselves what purpose this exercise serves. Certainly,
forecasting serves the media and all those who work in the markets, for they often
depend on the outcome of elections. But it may well be the case that forecasting
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Figure 2: Average Sampling Error in Pre-Election Polls in Italy for the European
Parliament in 2014, by Pollster (percentage values)

Source: http://www.termometropolitico.it/120692_sondaggi-europee-si-avvicinato-sbagliato.html

Maurizio Pessato

The evaluation of voting intentions, similarly to other phenomena, undergoes a
process of change, slow in certain periods and tumultuous during others. The
elements of change are both intrinsic and extrinsic with regards to methodology.

The evolution of voting intention surveys occurs on many levels, the most
important being political-social change and technological innovation. Starting
from these wider contexts, which allow us to insert this type of activity in a general
trend, we can define in greater detail which elements change.

In 1992, the “golden age” of election forecasts came to an end. Up until then,

means a lot less for political parties, for whom a deeper analysis of the electoral
market and of the mechanisms of persuasion have much more importance than a
simple (and often inaccurate) prediction of voting outcomes. But this sort of deeper
analysis is something that is, all too often, overlooked.
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the proportional system was in force at all levels of Italian institutions: parliament,
regions, provinces, and municipalities; regional and provincial presidents (as well
as mayors) were elected within assemblies, not directly by voters. Furthermore, the
turnout at the polls was extremely high, parties were well-established and could
boast a high level of affiliation. Not that this meant absolute political stability, but
political agitation would mainly occur between one election and the next, within
parties and assemblies; after 1992, this type of instability began to weigh heavily
on voting periods.

Since 1993, initially with the direct election of local administrators and, later,
with the mixed electoral district and proportional system and the so-called
“Porcellum” national election reform, a differently paced process began, featuring
continuous changes in political parties, new formations, fleeting personal parables,
and so on. Alongside this process, the personalization of politics was a growing
phenomenon, as a consequence of two different causes: new electoral systems and
the gradual disappearance of organized parties with a strong political identity.
These changes impacted heavily on the progressive adaptation of election forecast
techniques; as a result, the subset of activities involving interpretation and indirect
verification grew considerably.

Another important impact came from technology; the Internet made the use
of new modes of data collection possible and even necessary. Furthermore, with the
spread of social media, politics has profoundly changed its relationship with public
opinion, particularly over the past few years.

Additionally, we must consider the fact that our country is experiencing an
overall period of crisis, unprecedented in terms of forms and characteristics;
moreover, the relationship between citizens and politics has never been this
difficult, diffident, disheartened and filled with resentment.

Forecasting techniques must adapt to these changes. A first area for reflection
regards data collection. Since 2005, we have constantly been using a mixed-mode
system for pre-election surveys (conducted during the three-four months before
voting); some interviews are carried out according to the CATI method, while
others are performed via CAWI. The CATI method contacts respondents via
telephone and mobile phone. When interviews are carried out on a local level
(municipal, provincial, small regional elections), this is the only method that is
used; in larger regions (above four million inhabitants), instead, a quota of CAWI
interviews is also used. The proportion of voters interviewed with the two systems,
during national elections, are generally 40% via CATI and 60% via CAWI.

This interviewing mode is useful and performs well, given that it attempts to
maintain contact with the various subgroups of the Italian electorate. We must
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underline that there is no direct relationship between the channel through which an
individual is polled and his/her political position, whereas in the past there was a
correspondence between voting behaviour and social class or, more recently,
political self-placement. Resorting to CATI and CAWI is just a question of
achieving contacts with the vastest possible number and variety of potential voters.

The results of this combination are satisfactory: very positive in local and
regional contexts, and with some bias in the national context; thus, it maintains the
basic scheme of the per-sample approach, which continues to provide adequate data
for the purpose in question.

However, we are obviously faced with the problem of recovering the accuracy
these surveys once had on a national level and of maintaining their accuracy in the
case of local data. Given that the afore-delineated basic scheme ensures a strong
degree of approximation, we need to integrate the “traditional” method – and the
results of sample-based polling – with different approaches.

Further elements must be kept in mind if we are to understand this scenario.
The availability for interviews of individuals contacted via CATI has strongly
decreased; with regards to interviews concerning elections, we now need an
average of ten contacts to obtain one completed interview. This entails a high degree
of potential self-selection. This condition does not always cause bias, of course. In
some cases, self-selection widely reflects voting intentions: those who avoid the
interview also do not vote and therefore guarantee, indirectly and unwittingly, the
correspondence between survey and election results (this mostly happens in local
elections). In other cases, however, and above all in national elections, this type of
behaviour makes sample surveys inefficacious, regardless of sample size.

With regards to the CAWI method, an interview strategy using an access
panel, its fundamental elements are the quality of the panel itself and a series of
controls: the amount of time required for the interview; the diversity of surveyed
individuals within serial studies; the respect, in sample quotas, of the panel’s
structure rather than the population’s; adding in the interviews obtained with the
CATI method.

Panel redemption, at least in our case – in which resources are constantly
invested in this field – is high. The problem, in this case, is not the response rate but
rather the need to evaluate the characteristics of the panel members and their
differences with respect to the overall population. This mixed system requires a
technique for combining results from CATI and CAWI interviews: outcomes are
different, and not always constant, and therefore we need to weigh the two types of
data in order to obtain adequate estimates. Over the course of time, a series of
methods have been refined, which allow us to unify the two data sources and work
with a single reference.
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We still face other methodological problems related to the two general causes
identified at the beginning of this text. Discussions on whether the so-called
“Second Republic” is still alive or not are completely useless; the situation is still
largely in transformation, and until a series of reforms are approved on a definitive
basis, there is no use in trying to assess the period. We can, on the other hand, state
that during the past four years a profound re-structuring process has been taking
place, within two general spheres: in the relationship between voters and organized
politics and within the structured political world itself. And this has led to a rupture
with regards to the (non-linear) times series stretching from 1996 to 2008 and to an
acceleration, during the past few years, of a recombination (initially) and a
reconfiguration (later) of the election “supply” framework with the arrival of Beppe
Grillo’s 5-Star Movement (M5S). On one hand, citizens have been expressing
increasing detachment from the politics of parties and, as a consequence, their
willingness to participate in election surveys or simply their interest in doing so has
decreased, along with their actual turnout. On the other hand, most parties have
modified their names or were rocked by schisms which have engendered increasing
uncertainty among their voters. The recent entrance on the political stage of an
original force, in terms of set-up and features, further agitated the waters.

At this point, it is clear that forecasts based on individuals who answer a
question about their voting intentions – 60-70% of the sample – present potentially
vast elements of uncertainty. On the local level – where the afore-mentioned
changes are limited by direct election processes, which simplifies and partially
orients voting intentions – the approximation of actual outcome is relatively good.

Election forecasts, if one considers the political situation from the point of
view of both supply-and-demand and its probable evolution, therefore require an
incisive and articulated updating process with regards to the techniques they adopt.
It is a question of verifying what needs to be done to interact with voting intentions,
i.e., with the estimation regarding indications about parties. We are not speaking
about personal intuitive capacity or about analytical finesse capable of always
providing valid forecasts for political elections. Of course, these are possibilities,
but they do not constitute a methodology. We need to verify a series of indicators
which are capable of formulating a generalizable model. The grounds which can
support this process are diverse and numerous: from quality-related research to
social media, from quantitative indicators to trends. Well-conducted experimentation
appears to be the key for the continuation of a research activity which remains useful
for the objective spreading of knowledge regarding public opinion trends and for
supporting the political, information, and economic systems which interact with
potential voters.
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Giancarlo Gasperoni

The catalogue of challenges that make it difficult to formulate reliable voting
forecasts is wide-ranging. Besides the traditional problems that have always
afflicted pollsters, one might mention: increasing respondent fatigue and self-
selection, falling voter turnout, mounting distrust of politics, declining telephone
landline coverage, specific obstacles pertaining to the use of web-based interviewing
and mixed-mode methods, social media’s novelty and their unclear implications for
public opinion and political behaviour, rapid evolution of party structures, weakening
political subcultures and party identification ties, and radical re-definition of
political actors competing for votes. In some contexts, the spread of “early voting”
opportunities and the resulting diminished relevance of election campaigns also
contribute to the complication of pollsters’ lives. But on this occasion I intend to
touch briefly upon a set of other pertinent topics.

Firstly, one may emphasize the obvious fact that election forecasts and,
especially, pre-election polls on voting intentions are unlike other types of research,
in that they are subject to being proven wrong in a manifest, undeniable, and very
public manner. An interesting implication of this fact is the understanding that
studies of voting intentions and behaviour perform a variety of functions, and that
“prediction”, or “forecasting”, is only one and perhaps not even the most noteworthy
among them. Pre-election and exit polls record voters’ orientations, expectations,
demands, perceptions, judgments, as well as (intended or actual) behaviours, and
their findings are used by political actors and consultants for shaping strategic
decisions (as regards campaign marketing, communication tactics, and targeting
voter subgroups, for example), achieving legitimacy, accentuating (or playing
down) certain issues in the public debate, and so on. Reliably forecasting the various
candidates’ and parties’ share of the vote is in some ways the most superficial of
purposes. In fact, published polls comprise a very small proportion of all
commissioned research – a circumstance we tend to overlook.

Secondly, election forecasting is often interpreted as referring only to sample
surveys which record voting intentions. But there is a wide set of other forecasting
techniques which deserve greater scrutiny in the public debate. Exit polls (or the
more convenient, and less reliable, so-called “instant polls” performed by many
Italian pollsters’ during the vote) and initial official tally-based projections receive
little attention (once the initial flurry of critical comments concerning their
inaccuracy has blown over). Other increasingly widespread (but hardly novel)
approaches include poll aggregation (such as the “Termometro Politico” website,
and others inspired by Nate Silver’s FiveThirtyEight blog), the development of
explanatory forecasting models (which attempt to predict election outcomes on the
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basis of structural factors such as the economic cycle, government approval rates,
retrospective assessments, and so on), prediction market platforms (such as the
Iowa election markets in the United States and Intrade, which are basically forms
of bookmaking), and comparatively novel analyses of public opinion as it is
conveyed “in real time” in social media (text messaging, blogs, tweets, social
networking websites, and so on, via opinion mining or “sentiment analysis”). Since
survey sampling is increasingly difficult to perform and is increasingly challenged
in terms of its predictive accuracy, more resources must be devoted to understanding
the methodological underpinnings of these other forms of election forecasting.

Thirdly, we must be more aware of the role that public polls perform in
contributing to the citizens’ knowledge relating to parties and candidates’ support
and, therefore, to their ability to make well-informed voting decisions. Even though
this role seems to widely justify any form of dissemination of pre-election polls,
some also fear that such findings may manipulate voters’ preferences and prevent
citizens from casting a vote without undergoing undue influence. On the basis of
this fear some countries regulate or even ban pre-election polls. The World
Association for Public Opinion Research recently conducted the fifth worldwide
study (involving 85 countries or territories) on “The Freedom to Publish Opinion
Poll Results”. Its findings are thus summarized: “While more and more countries
are conducting surveys in general and pre-election and exit polls in particular, major
governmental impediments remain common. For example in 2012, 46% of countries
had blackout periods during which pre-election poll results could not be published,
and between 2002 and 2012 there was no overall improvement in the freedom to
publish pre-election polls. Also, major limitations exist on conducting exit polls and
restrictions on the content of public-opinion polls occur in many countries”. Half
of the countries implementing embargo periods limit their duration to no more than
five days before the election. In some countries, including Italy and Greece, the
blackout extends to fifteen days. South Korea and Honduras enact even longer
restrictions (21 and 45 days, respectively). Other restrictions identified by WAPOR,
reported in only a handful of countries, include bans on exit polls, restrictions on
where they may be executed or on when they may be published, and interdiction of
specific poll topics. Such limitations are attempts to restrict freedom of research,
of the press and of information; and it should be a source of utmost concern that
democracies engage in them without encountering much resistance.

Fourthly, one might stress the fact  that in most contexts the above-mentioned
regulatory challenge and, more generally, the need to assure methodological
quality of empirical research, in general, and, in particular, pre-election polls are
met via self-regulation, that is, the observance of ethics codes and guidelines
developed within the framework of professional associations, such as ASSIRM in
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Italy. But even this pathway does not necessarily guarantee high quality. In the
period stretching from 2001 to 2013, for instance, as regards published pre-election
surveys for Italian parliamentary elections, there has been a drastic decrease in
mean sample size, accompanied by a significant increase in the percentage of
respondents who state an intention to abstain, refuse to answer or claim to be
undecided. The end result is that specific parties’ voter support is based on an
increasingly smaller valid “n”, which widens the margin of uncertainty surrounding
estimates of vote share. Also, pollsters’ compliance with regulations concerning the
information that must be rendered public when a survey is published is also
worsening, especially as concerns the description of sampling techniques (vague),
the applications of data-weighting schemes (usually lacking, despite their widespread
use), the values of sampling errors (referred to samples’ total size and not to the
smaller subset of respondents expressing a valid ballot choice), and the documentation
of exit polls (about which no background information at all is made available). What
is the use of such regulations, when they do not oblige survey institutes (many of
which are not members of ASSIRM) to meet certain  quality thresholds but do force
them (and the taxpayer) to dedicate resources to producing “methodological documents”.

A final remark may be devoted to underscoring the cultural status of election
forecasting in Italy. The country’s adult population has a relatively low level of
education and features a particularly high incidence of poorly schooled senior
citizens. Even among higher and middle social classes – to which managers,
entrepreneurs, politicians, journalists, and teachers belong – a central role is played
by humanism-centred culture, which is not only scarcely familiar with empirical
research and often outright suspicious of “numbers”-based reasoning. The ensuing
cultural environment is not especially favourable for rigorous forecasting techniques
and features a low level of the competence needed in order to understand them in
a conscientious, analytical manner.

Stefano M. Iacus

In recent years the exponential growth of social media and social network sites, like
Facebook, Twitter, etc., has started to play a growing role in real-world politics.
Social networks have been used, for example, to organize demonstrations and
revolts during the “Arab spring”, engage individuals in mobilizations and build
social movements and political parties, like the Pirate Party in Sweden and
Germany or the Italian 5-Star Movement, which makes use of the web to set the
party line and select candidates.

The diffusion of social media also provides the opportunity to dig into the web
in order to explore and track citizens’ political and electoral preferences. As a matter
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of fact, different actors have recently started to explore social media as a device to
assess the popularity of politicians, track the political alignment of social media
users and compare citizens’ political preferences expressed online with those
recorded by polls. Analyzing social media during an electoral campaign can indeed
be a useful supplement/complement of traditional off-line polls for a number of
reasons. Besides being cheaper and faster compared to traditional surveys, social
media analysis allows one to monitor an electoral campaign day by day (indeed,
even hour by hour). This, in turn, allows the possibility to nowcast the campaign,
that is, to track trends in real time and capture any sudden change (so-called
“momentum”) in public opinion well before traditional polls do so (as a result, e.g.,
of a TV debate). As a matter of fact, nowcasting is not related to concept of
prediction, as in the case of forecasting, but rather to the ability to provide an answer
quickly.

Some scholars, however, go even further than that and claim that analysing
social media allows a reliable forecast of the final result. This is quite fascinating
because forecasting an election is one of the few social events where an independent
measure of the outcome that a model is trying to predict is clearly and indisputably
available, that is, the vote share of candidates (and/or parties) at the ballots.

Several theoretical problems may arise when predicting elections based, for
example, on tweets. First, several recent works are not predictions at all, given that
they generally present a post hoc analysis, after an election has already occurred.
This, inter alia, also increases the chances that only “good” results are published,
inflating the perceived potential of using social media to correctly forecast
elections. Second, linguistic models do not necessarily work due to the difficulty
of capturing the real meaning of analysed texts, given that political discourse is
plagued with humour, double meanings and sarcasm. Third, there is the risk of a
spamming effect: given the presence of rumours and misleading information, not
all internet posts are necessary trustworthy. Finally, in essentially all attempts of
predictions, demographics are neglected: not every age, gender, social or racial
group is in fact equally represented in social media. Still, some predictions are able
to provide accurate forecasts of the electoral outcome. For example, in the case of
the 2012 U.S. presidential elections, our research group at the University of Milan,
Voices from the Blogs, was able to predict quite accurately the vote shares in almost
all “swing states”, as Table 1 below shows. Our nowcasts reported the night of
November 6, 2012 were even better, in many cases, than the average prediction
collected by Real Clear Politics on the same date.
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Table 1: Accuracy of Predictions in the U.S. 2012 Presidential Election: Voices from the
Blogs (V) and Survey Polls (P) Estimates and Actual Results (T), Absolute Error

Best
State Gap (V) Gap (P) Gap (T) |V–T| |P–T| Prediction

Popular vote Obama +3.5 Obama +0.7 Obama +3.9 0.4 3.2 V

Florida Obama +6.1 Romney +1.5 Obama +0.9 5.2 2.4 V

Ohio Obama +2.9 Obama +2.9 Obama +3.0 0.1 0.1 =

Virginia Obama +3.5 Obama +0.3 Obama +3.9 0.4 3.7 V

Colorado Romney +1.3 Obama +1.5 Obama +5.4 4.1 3.0 P

Iowa Obama +4.8 Obama +2.4 Obama +5.8 1.0 3.4 V

Nevada Obama +3.3 Obama +2.8 Obama +6.7 3.4 3.9 V

New Hamp. Obama +3.8 Obama +2.0 Obama +5.6 1.8 3.6 V

North Carolina Romney +3.0 Romney +3.0 Romney +2.0 1.0 1.0 =

Michigan Obama +5.5 Obama +4.0 Obama +9.5 4 5.5 V

Pennsylvania Romney +2.5 Obama +3.8 Obama +5.4 2.9 1.6 P

Wisconsin Obama +7.4 Obama +4.2 Obama +6.9 0.5 2.7 V

Similar results have been obtained in the context of centre-left coalition
primary elections in Italy, also in 2012, both in the first (Table 2) and the second
round (Table 3). In Table 2 the mean absolute error is reported, i.e., the absolute
distance between the true value and the forecast averaged over all the candidates:
Pier Luigi Bersani, Matteo Renzi, Nichi Vendola, Bruno Tabacci and Laura
Puppato.

A similar picture is available for the 2013 political elections in Italy but is not
discussed here.

Table 2: Accuracy of Twitter Forecasts and Survey Polls in the 2012 Italian Centre-Left
Coalition Primary Election (First Round)

Poll Day of Publication Mean Absolute Error Bersani – Renzi Gap

Popular vote — — Bersani +9.4

Voices November 25 1.96 Bersani +10.5

Ipr November 19 1.64 Bersani +5.0

Piepoli November 19 2.16 Bersani +11.0

Ipsos November 21 1.06 Bersani +8.42

Cise November 22 2.48 Bersani +10.6

Swg November 22 1.80 Bersani +14.0

Tecnè November 25 2.20 Bersani +16.9
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Table 3: Accuracy of Twitter Forecasts and Surveys Polls in the 2012 Italian Centre-Left
Coalition Primary Election (Second Round)

Poll Day of Publication Bersani Renzi Gap
Popular Vote — 60.9 39.1 Bersani +22.3
Voices December 1 58.4 41.6 Bersani +16.8
Piepoli November 25 59 41 Bersani +18
Ipr November 26 56 44 Bersani +12
Ispo November 27 56.5 43.5 Bersani +13
Swg November 28 55 45 Bersani +10
Coesis November 28 54 46 Bersani +8
Quorum November 28 56.4 43.6 Bersani +12.8
Ipsos November 29 57.5 42.5 Bersani +15

While the effect of spamming and linguistic problems can be avoided or
controlled to some extent with the supervised technique developed by our research
group (i.e., human coders manually go through a sample of texts and appropriately
mark/tag the content as spam, true candidate support, off topic, etc.), an open issue
remains concerning the demographic bias in social media data: how does it happen
that Twitter nowcasts are relatively good compared to traditional survey methods?

Although no final answer to this fundamental question is possible yet, there
are several intermediate hints. One set of hints concerns the drawbacks of standard
poll methodology: first of all, the response rate in standard CATI polls is now of the
order of 10%, which means that some sort of re-randomization is necessarily
compromising, in most cases, direct demographic representativeness of sample
data. CAWI methods also have similar problems. Secondly, solicited answers on
political or ethical topics normally induce strategic behaviour among respondents,
as survey methodologists well know. Third, the usual weighting strategies in
electoral forecasts are based on previous electoral studies. This strategy was
completely catastrophic in the 2013 political elections in Italy, as previous data on
the 5-Star Movement were not available for the past. Still, the Twitter prediction
developed by Voices from the Blogs for this movement was higher than 20% (the
actual result was 25%), against the best poll predictions that were around 16-18%
at most. The accuracy of this prediction also caused the intervention of the national
regulatory agency for communication (AGCOM), which prohibited our group from
publishing Twitter results on-line during the last fifteen days of the election
campaign.

The second set of hints concerns specific features of social media. First, the
unit of the analysis is not the voter but the tweet (or, say, the Facebook status, the
blog post, etc.). In this sense, what matters is the volume of tweets supporting each
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candidate (which include re-tweets, but excludes spamming, duplicated posts,
ironic sentences, etc.). This volume should be interpreted as a “wave” of opinion
which is propagated through the social network, and its strength reasonably
translates into popular share.

This wave effect relates to the second hint: what can be captured by social
media is just the “strong signal”. Therefore, if one wants to predict who will win the
elections, the answer is given by this strong signal which, numerically, can be a little
different from the true electoral outcome but substantively informative about the
underlying trend (i.e., “who will win” rather than “how large is each candidate’s
share”). Extremely faint signals, which correspond to small vote shares for
marginal candidates, will not be captured by social media, but nor will they
influence the outcome of the elections.

It should also be noted that opinions conveyed by social media are unsolicited,
in the sense that they are stimulated not by the question of an interviewer, but rather
by something (or someone, e.g., a politician) which interests social media users or
encourages them to express an opinion.

The final argument in favour of social media analysis is about virtual and real
networks and how opinions migrate from one to another. During the 2012 U.S.
Presidential elections, the term “second circle” was coined. The idea of the second
circle is that for each node of a virtual social network (a Facebook user or a Twitter
account) there is a physical network of real people who are not members of the
virtual social network but interact with the virtual network through the above
mentioned end-node. The opinion formed in the physical network migrates to the
social media and vice versa. The strength and the intensity of this opinion migration
is what can be captured during the analysis of social media data.

To conclude, there are still many details and issues to fix, but recent results are
definitely promising. Although social media data analysis is still far from replacing
current practice in survey methodology, the two different approaches can be surely
integrated in more powerful investigation and forecasting tools. Furthermore, its
application, far from being restricted to elections, can occur in every field of the
social science, as many recent studies suggest. Although virtual and physical
networks do not completely overlap, the new generation of “digital natives” will be
tomorrow’s electorate and one day the overlap will be finally complete and possibly
take on new forms. Today’s statisticians and survey methodologists – i.e., us, the
“digital immigrants” – will soon be required to update their tools of analysis in order
to capture reality adequately.




